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1. tntroductton
The asymptotic behavior of Hermite polyromials, H, (z), as n -, m has
been investigated by several authors. Thb results previous to 1939,
among which probably the best known are those of Plancherel and
Rotach [8), are summarized in G. SzegS: Orthogonal Polynomials [10].
Some of the newer results are due to J. C. P. Miller [7], L. 0. fleflinger
[41 and M. W yman. Since Hermite polynomials are special par.sbolic
cylinder functions, attention should also be called to the results
obtained in the complex plane by A. Erdelyi, M. Kennedy and J. L.
McGregor [21 and by N. D. Kazarinoff [5].
In the present report Liouville's method of comparing two differential
equations is used in the form in which it has been adapted to equations
with a simple transition point by R. E. Langer, and later on further
developed by T. M. Cherry and Erdelyi so as to obtain asymptotic solu-
tions holding uniformly over an unbounded region of z. It is shown in
section 2 that the comparison of the differential equation for Hermite
polynomials with the Airy equation (2.7) furnishes a single asymptotic
expression, (2.25), holding uniformly for all real z > 0 as n -, o-; and
this asymptotic expression is also valid for fixed n as z -, 6 Because
of the symmetry of liermite polynomials it is of course sufficient to
consider the interval 0 <z < -.
Fror, the representation thus obtained we derive in sections 3 and 4
simpler asymptotic forms in the oscillatory region, in the transition
region and in the monotonic region, respectively. In the traisition
region t'go forms are derived, one of wi-ich is very simple but has oidy
a narrow range of validity, while the other is more complicated, in-
volves the Airy function, but is valid in a much larger neighborhood of
the transition point. This latter formula is derived by the same techni-
que as used by Erdelyi for the Laguerre polynomials, and its range of
validity overlaps the orcillatory region and the monotonic region, in
which the other two simplified I-)rms hold.
1
2In section 3 this has been carried through for HR (Nx), N = 2n + 1,
and in section 4 the corresponding results are deduced for H[(2n)4x].
This has beexA done not only in view of the need for both sets of form-
ulas, but also in order to see if both sets are equally good. In fact it
turned out, that there is a difference regarding the error terms in the
transition region, where the forms for H (Nx) are slightly more advan-
tageous than the corresponding two forms for H,[(2M)x]. Otherwise
there is no difference either in error terms or in ranges of validity.
In connection with each formula comparison is made between the
results obtained in this report and earlier known results.
I am indebted to Professor Erdilyi for suggesting this investigation
and for much helpful advice during the preparation of this report. We are
both indebted to Professor Wyman for showing us his unpublished re-
sults on Hermite Polynomials, which stimulated the present investi-
gation.
2. An asymptotic rqiresentatton of Ij(2n + 1)'1 x]
For the Hermite polynomials H. (z), normalized as for instance in
(3] and [I0], we have
[n-](-I)" (2x)R-*R 2 d' -Z2
K=O
and
(2.2) exp(-z 2/2) H. (z) 2"0 1, (2% z)
The parabolic cylinder function D (214), and hence exp(-z'12) H.(z),
is a solution of the differential equation
d Ita(2.3) -_+ (2 n + 1 - z ) U O;
another solution whi.h is linearly independent of D(2'4z)is . iz)
According to 13] . e have for arbitrary fixed v
(2.41 (1 exp(-z "l 1 + f)Ii
3In order to use [1, thee . 1), we set in (2.3)
(2.5) z - NMx, N = 2n + I = -iv, arg v - v/2
and obtain
d 2u(2.6) dx2  s~2  )u=0
which we shall study in the interval IT: 0 < x < o. Since in this interval
the equation has a transition point at x - 1, the comparison equation to
be chosen will be
d 2 w
(2.7) --- tw -0dri
This equation has the Airy functions
,- Ai(rt) r-O, :t 1,
as particular solutions; here - e s
lith a three titres continuously differentiable function O!x) satisfy.
ing4 z 0 on l, we set
(2.P,. ) -- t(V-(x)V , -()
10Wasd thereby tranafofri (2.71 inti'
axa
,%Lere tLe S& aian d~eriiative l is gien by
ep
Vv2 I~ #  CI
4In order to achieve that the dominant terms for large v in (2.6) and
(2.9) coincide, we shall try to determine 0 (x) so as to satisfy the
equation
(2.12) 2 b 2 x-1
This equation has a real solution, which is niegative in 0 < x < 1, zero
at x = 1 and positive for x > 1, and which is given explicitly by
2 1I 01 .
(2.13) a(x) (1 -)/ 2 =f1  v 
- 
x ) +- Co X
(214 2'3 = x (t 2- 1)"adt 1(X 2 - z  ecsh- I x
22
22
X> 1
Here eos-I x and cosh' x stand for the principal branches of the re,
spective functions, and fractional powers of positive values are taken
positive (everywhere in the present report).
It is easily verified that the function q5(x) so determined is three
times continuously differentiable, and moreover that S '(x) > 0 in the
whole interval I.
Next we write (2.6) in the form
d ku
(2.15) " + Wv" 0' + YO, xlu - F) u
where
(2.1r) FWx '~,X1
and oh'1iu ti, estirrate of F(x), holdihg unfkrnrly in the interval 1. Ov
using (2Ji) and (2.121 %e find
03i xft 1112
5and from (2.16), (2.10) and the properties of 9 (x) it follows that F (x) is
continuous in I. From (2.14) we derive the asymptotic expansion
(2.17) (= x 2 - 2 In (2x) - /+ (x 2 ) as x -4.0
In fact, this is more acc.urate than we need at present, but (2.17) will be
used in full at a later stzage.
Since 4' = 9P2/4, it is then obvious that
F(x) = O(x-2 ) as x- oo;
so, since F (x) is continuous in 1, we may write
I(x+ 1)2 F(x)t <A in 0<x<oo,
where A is independent of x and v.
Thus all the conditions in [1. theorem 11 will be satisfied, if we
choose A () as a consTant and
(2.18) g W) (1 + t)- 2 11 - t2 - %
Since
f ' g ( dt C V ) au x -0 o,
x
we have inthe entire ir,terval .1
(2.19) W (t) dt-O
From the , eorem referred to it then follows, that there exists a
solution u1 oi (2,) fow which
(2.20) U 1 + 0 V
1+ 11 + Z"1
6holds uniformly for arg v - 1%ir, 0 < = <o. Here ', is the function de-
fined in (2.11) for r - 1. In the appraitmsal of the error, certain difficulties
arise due to the fact that the zeros of Y1 and u1 do not coincide. In
order to cope with these difficulties, a modification Y1 of Y1 is intro-
duced. All zeros of Ai z are negative= let aD be the largest of these, and
set 0. = -V 2/ 3 coo . We may then take
r YI if 01 > 'ia0 ,
(2-21) '1:
(-q$') -  [ji 0I1 .+ IBi ot1 2 ] if 0 5 a o
From (2.3) and (2.5) it follows that u . may also be written
(2.22) u M ci(n) D,j(2N) % x]+ cm (n) D .. 1t(2N)K ix]
and we proceed to determine c I and ¢C 2from a comparison of (2.20) with
(2.22), keeping n fixed and making 4
Since we know that
(2.2 3) A iz = 2expt (-I 4 Z 1 +O(z-' /2)1
as z r, agzj <-,
(see e. g. t61), we find from (2.20), choosing for instance arg(-0-9
v/ .2,
uI 1:- 11' A4i (_ I V -2 6 /3 + 0 (X'l)l
exn(i fL - nil 12)
L' V6 2):J. 1+(X
Using (2.12) and (2.17) and stibstituti-g P- i, we obtain
j " . 2 .xp. k0 + .1,4) .-' i
7On the right-hand side of (2.22) we use (2.4) and obtain, from the com-
parison with (2.24), that C,(n) - 0 and
c 1(n)= (2N)_ n exp[NN(1 + In 4)- /2ri]
2 rr/2 N V1
This result shows, in combination with (2.2), (2.11), (2.20) and (2.22),
that
(2.25) H,(N34 x)
=(2)V2 Nn/2 + V" exp[N(x2 _ )]
x (0,)-V'2 Ai(N 2"3 
€) 2 1 + 0 [n-'(1 + x 2)-I]
where 95 is given by (2.13) and (2.14). The formula (2.25) holds uniformly
in 0 < x < o and for all n such that n (1 + x 2 ) + .o, except that for x < 1
the error term must be modified as mentioned in connection with (2.20).
This result agrees with the asymptotic representations obtained in
[2) for the parabolic cylinder functions in complex domains. It is also in
accordance with the formula in [7, p. 69 cf. p. 74].
3. Specialized forms for H', (N4 x)
In this section we shall derive frow (2.25) simpler asymptotic forms
for H,, (Nx) in each of the regions () 0 < x < 1, (ii) a neighborhood of
x- 1, and (iii) 1 <x <80.
(i) 0 < X < 1
In order to make use of the asymptotic form
(3.1) Ai z v-1 / Izi 4Icoa(jIzI -4r)+ as z
we assume that N o c. as n -* so. Prom (2.13) and (2.14) it follows
that
8(3.2) (z)= VS(x- )t+O(x- )i as x
so that the assumption NO qY. - is equivalent to
(3.3) n"(If-x)-,wa s,*
By (3.1) we now have
(0,)-V2 Aj(N2' 0) =coo,(! Njj6 ' I (,)VON" -' )
which may be reduced to
(3.4)co (N,(x)- ) + OIn 1(1 - x-V
bf using (2.12), (2.13) and (3.2).
Sirce in this case Ai (N" 0) and Ri (N a r) a e of the same order of
magnitude, the modified error term in (2.25) may be included in
01n - (I - x)" 1,
and, using the abovc expression (3.4), we obtain from (2.25)
(3.5) I/ (A, t x) 2' "J exp!2 N(x 2 _ 2)] (1 - xI)- t'4
x Itox PV a W)- !4 tr] + 0[n'(1 - x)- 4*]1
,KY.ere a(x) is given by (2.13).
It is usual to stt in the interval 0 < x < 1
doing this one obtrins frirn (3.5)
.41 4 C
kl-P 414 )ciL'* 'Ul) fsin''~
This holds for0 < z <N as n -) bO and n S(N - z)-, o, correspond-
ing to n 03 -+ oo.
This result agrees with the first two terms in Lhe asymptotic expan-
sion obtained by Plancherel and Rot-tch [8], and from the asymptotic
expansions given by these authors it is seen that the error term in (3.6)
can not be improved. Plancherel and Rotach, however, use another
normalization of HR (z) and have, in our notation, the argument
(2n + 2)M cos 0
Numerical estimates of the error term are given by G. Sansone [91 for z
bounded, and in the interval (i) by van Veen [11], who also uses the
argument (2n + 2)M cos 0.
(ii) The neighborhood of = - 1
We first aspmrse that N' 06 -+ 0 as n -, o, or by (3.2),
(3.7) n"(x-1)-.0 as n-,.o,
Then, by (2.12), (3,2) and
(3.8) Aiz-3-2A[r(2/3) -1+O(z) as z 0O
we find
2-' 3" ' tr(2/3)f- 1 11 + n 1,u .- 1) 1
Since the rgunent of the Airy function ia this .ase tenzJ to 2=*t, we
need not modify the error t-rm in (2.25), so tkat we readily fitaln
f 3.0 U, /(Z) H N,' A
10
ThiE holds as a -, o in a neighborhood of z = N34 such that
n - N 'A)., 0
A formul_ with i much larger range of validity than (3.9), if more
compice d, can be ierivA from (2.25) ',- the following way.
From (1.2) it f1,7o1wn that
(3.1.0) N" =20NNV3(x-15+On1/(x- 1)21 as x-1
We assume now that
(3.11) n VJ(x - l)-O as n-oo
instead cf (3.7), nd use for a while the nbbrviation t - 2VSNW 3 (x -1).
Tien, by uae of the wean value theorem and (3.10), we obtain
,4i(N = Ai t + A '(t)0 0n V(x - 1)2],
where Ai "(t) is a modification - "..i ") analogous to the modification of
Y, in (2.21). Taking A7 z in the al.nilar sense, it cru !c verified that
the follnwing relation holds for all real z
(3.12) Ai'(z) =Ai(z) O(1 + IzO3)
Thus
Ai(NZ' 0)- Ai t + Ai tlOfN"(x - 1 )f] + O(n Ix - 1 M
As before, we have from (3.2)
(0-T t"2 - [(.%_ " )-' ]V4 -, 2- Xl' I I 0(z -V5
By substitutinn in (2.25) %- get the error terr-
the first ce of n i6 ca Lttr itttd sr!tce
HA i (Z)= 'n(N % )
- 2 V rr/2 NO+'/' exp ED'N(x 2 -_ l
x t + .* t fO(n Ix - ') .O(x - 1) + O(n-
where t 2'/'  ' N 1). This holds as n - in a neitlhcrhood f
z --N 0 such that n c (z - N4x/2) - 0.
U, in pazticular, w- take z - N1= O(n-"'/), c (3.13) yields the
sa.e result as given by Szega [10, formula (8.22.,
(iii) i <x <f
We assume that NO oo , or
31)n 4"(x= - I ,
which can be satisfied if one of the variables n or x becomts arbitrzi;:,-
large. Then we find by use o' .2.12) and (2.23)
(3.15) (e)V~ i N '  -y= q5, ,l + (n - x '
Since by (3.2) - O(x - l)" i ] as x - 1, and by (2.14) ard (2.17)
0-t 0 0 (x-2) as x *,, it follows that the error term in (.3.1 5) may be
written as 0[n"1 x-' 4x - 1)'"in the whole ieterval I < x < -a. Thus,
we can neglect the error tem in (2.25), %hen we substitute (3.15), and
hence we have proved
2 " expRIN Ix "t - t(x11 (xt t
12
It is usual to set in 1 <x <eD
Xn coShL L 0 <O< .
With this it; (316) "lcomies
(3.171) H, (z) = 1 (N % cosh 0)
-NM" exp[%N(20+ e-2") 1 (2 sinh 6) - 3'
This holds for NO" < z < -, as n )(z - N O, correspondingto
n sinhs(20/3) -* Po Uence (3.17) is valid both for fixed 0 as n -o and
for fixed n as z -
The result obtained here agrees with [8] (cf. the remarks to (3.6)) and
with the expansion due to L. Heflinger [41, who uses the same normal-
ization as Plancherel and Rotach and in a smaller domain gives a nu-
merical upper borad for the error term. It is seen from the reaults of
these authors that the error term in (3.17) can tiot be improved in that
part of the domain of validity, in which 0-, 0, or z - N o(Ng).
4. Asymptotc forms; #r tML(2n) 9
In order to obtain an asymptotic representation of H[(2n) J,
corresponding to (2.25), we might proceed in a similar manner as in
section 2, studying instead of (2.6) the diffelvntial eqaation
(4.1) d 2U _4na 2 1- 1 Us
This equation has / ,,[(2n) el as a solution, and the theorem in
[1), which was used in section 2 can be extended to hold in the present
case, although the new function 5 will depend on n.
A much easierway, however, is to convert (2.25) by the transformation
O(Z.2)
~74
13
where h - C(2n + 1)/2nP. Hence
and by (2,12) it follows that 0 ( ) satisfies
(4.4) ,D a A V -hS
By substitution of (4.2) in (2.25), we can establish the following result
(4.5) R [(2n)" el
= (200 2 n)-/ exp(n 4_ N] (D')-A
x Ai[(2n)" 4] 11 + O[n- ' (1 + es)-1]1
where (D is giver, by (4.5), (2.13) and (2.14). This holds uniformly in
0 < e < *- and for all n such that n (1 + e' ) ,. a, except that for C < h
the erm.or term must be modified ac in (2.25%
A set of asymptotic forms for RH[(2n)3 ] corresponding to the
forms for H. (N x) developed in section 3 can now he derived from (4.5),
althou~gh tl, calculations are more laborious in this case.
For the sake of convenience we note that 1 < h < 2 for every n, and
also
(4.0) h (1 +
At + 4n- ' + 0(n - 2)  as n-..o
and
(4.7) - = - + 0(n" ') as n-,,
14
(i) 0 < < I
From (3.2) and (4.3) it follows that
(4.8) 4)()=(2h)O (e-h)11+O((-h)J as -- ,Ih
In order to use (3.1), let (2n)2/a () -- .- w as n -* oo, or equivalently, as
seen from (4.7) and (4.8)
(4.9) n 0 (1 - 4) - - as n -,c
Then, by (3.1), (4.3), (4.4) and (2.13)
(41.10) (4')_Vv2AiE2n) 20)1= cos [N a( /h)- 4 r]+ O - (1- )-
3/2
ff'/2(2n1)V (h2_ 62)V4
and for the same reason as in section 3 case (i) the modified error term
occurring in (4.5) may be included in O1n-l(1 - 6)"3/21.
'Next, we introduce
6= cos a 0 < a< / ,r
and observe that 14.9) is equivalent to n a - oo as n -. c . By (2.13)
a ( > !. 2J + -cos2  k
where, as n -* cc,
1--- - - i=--n cosa in a +
2 2 
n- [sin 2a + '/in-' cot a + 0(n- 2 
-")]
and furthermore, by Taylor's formula,
1 .Cos 1 1 _0
2 A 2 8i
15
Hence
(4.11) Na(+)=!1N,,'%nsin2o+O(n-1a -3)
and in the denominator in (4.10)
(4.12) (hS-e 2)1' =(sins)% j1+O(n'Ca-2 )I
By substituting (4.11) and (4.12) into (4.10), and then (4.10) into (4.5),
and using
(2n+1)/2=2n) e I +O(n- ) as n -o
it is seen that
(4.13) R//(z)=H [(2n)% cos a]
= 2M (2n) '4" exp[Yn cos 2a,] (sin o -04
x I cos [(n -t >)a - 'An A in 2a - orr] + O (n- I a-3)1
This holds for 0 < z < (2n) ' , as n -. o ,Pmd n /[(2n)I/ - z] o, corres-
ponding to n a -1 60.
This result is in agreement with the asymptotic representation
obtained by Wyman by a contour integration method.
(ii) The neighborhood of C= 1
The formula analogous to (3.9) can be found most easily by intro-
ducing in (3.9) x - h - ' e. The essumption n4"/(x - 1) -. 0 as a -
corresponds to
n ( - 1) - 0 as n-,..
as seen by (4.7), and the error term O[n/"(x - 1) way be replaced by0 [n ks (.6- 1)] + 0O(n'- 0). Hen ce
16
(4.14) R (z) = H [R2 n) /' ]
2 V3 rr 1/2
= N"'2 + '" exp [n 2 - /4N]
=23 .P(2/3)
x 11 + O[nO(6 - 1)1+ o(n-O)l
which holds as n -. oc in a neighborhood of z = (2n0V such that
n'/B[z - (2 n)V 2]- 0 .
This result agrees with the results found by Wyman in the same
neighborhood of z = (2n) .
Similarly, (3.13) may be conveted as follows. The assumption (3.11)
is equivalent to
(4.15) nO( _1)-0 as n *,
and
- 2n z ( - 1) + O(n- 0)
Aith the notation r = 2n ' (e - 1), the mean value theorem and (3.12)
show that
Af t = Ai r .4i r 01(1 + IrI') n-'/"3 1
Ai r+ Ai r 10(n-13) + -
and hence
4i t= Ai 11 + 0(n'" Is ) 4 Of(lf- 11 t1)
17
Lastly
o(n Ix- 11"= o(n e- hl"/ )
0 o(nl- 1 + 0o(n-')I V)
=o(nI l ') + o0(n-3/2)
Thus
(4. 16) Y (r) - 11, R2 n)v  I
2 7 Nfl/ + exp[n e 2 - !N
x Ai r+ t r [O(n le- 1 ) + O(14- 11 i/2)+o(n-V3)]j
where r- 2n"(e-1). This holds as n - *a in a neighborhood ofz=(2n)3
such that n - M [z - (2n)/2- 0.
It can be verified, that no better results than (4.14) and (4.16) could
be obtained by working from (4.5), and following the same procedure as
in the deduction of (3.9) and (3.13).
The results obtained by Wyman for Krn-'
- 
x - (2n)/21 < K2n-1
are inc!uded in (4.16).
(iii) 1< e< 00
By means of the identity h - 1 = [2n (A + 1)]- , it is seen that
1n (: h) = n 0 (e- 1) - n/(h +Z
This shows, in conjunction with (4,8), that the following assumptions
are equivalet: (2n)" tr( )- .O, n"( - h) -+ so or
(4.17) n"(e - I) ,,-
which does not necessarily imply that n -
Proceeding now as in (iii) section 3, use of (4.3), (4.4) and 42.14)
leads to
18
(4.18) ( -V2 Ai[ C2n) 2 01
e [-N (Uh) 1V I I + N- 0 ' ([n)-/]
2 V0(2 n) h)
holding in the interval h < e< eo. Next, we intxoduce
e-= cosh 0 <a<a
and observe that (417) is equivalent to no -. Since this implies
that n sinh 2  - and n sinh a -, o, it follows by (2.14) that
where
-g-g - -Yah-' cosh Cr .inh2 a-T'
inh 2a- n-I coth a + 0 - in
and
F e,, 1 2'~
V^ -in 10 "1 +
r 
22
.2 In e'- Un-' (sinh a)-' + 0(2 % + % 4n
n 
s a nh C r 2 n
1 N / e -
-- a+-n e (sinh a)'+ 34 l--+0 0 ,
Observing that the error terms in both of theoe expressions may be re-
plac,-d by O[n - " sinh' (20/3)], we have
19
--NP - n sinh 2r + 4 coth a+ %N-
- e- (sinh )- ' - NY4 N In - + 0  sinh-
and hence
(4.19) ex P N()]
( exp[(n + %)o - % nsinh 2 a + Y]
(I +o0(l- 1 inh -3 3-s))
Firthermore, in the denominator of (4.18)
(4.20) (e2 _ h2)% = (sinh a) II + O(n - ' sinh - o)
Since the error trms in (4.5), (4.18) and (4.20) may be absorbed in
the error term in (4.19), the following result is obtained by substituting
(4.19) and (4.20) into (4.18), and then (4.18) in (4.5)
(4.21) H,(z)= H [(2n)4 cosh a]
- (2n))" exr (n + a5 o+ %2 ne-" (2 sinh 0-3
X 1 + 0 -sinh'2-O
This holds for (2 n)4 < z < so as n " fz - (2n) ] -. , corresponding to
noa -* -. Hence, in particular, (4.21) is vAlid both f"r fixed a as n.
and for fixed n as z - .
There is agreement between (4.21) and the result £"j-nd by Wyman in
the same interval.
20
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